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Using the CLEO detector at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring, we have made a measurement ofR
[s(e1e2→hadrons)/s(e1e2→m1m2)53.5660.0160.07 atAs510.52 GeV. This implies a value for the
strong coupling constant of as(10.52 GeV)50.2060.0160.06, or as(MZ)50.1360.00560.03.
@S0556-2821~98!05703-8#
PACS number~s!: 12.38.Aw, 12.38.Qk, 13.60.Hb, 13.85.Lg
I. INTRODUCTION
The measurement of the hadronic production cross sec-
tion in e1e2 annihilation is perhaps the most fundamental
experimentally accessible quantity in quantum chromody-
namics~QCD! due to its insensitivity to the fragmentation
process. The measured hadronic cross section is generally
expressed in terms of its ratioR to the point cross section for
m1m2 production. In QCD,R is directly proportional to the
number of colors, depends on quark charges, and varies with
energy, both discretely as quark mass thresholds are crossed
and gradually as the strong coupling constants ‘‘runs.’’ R
measurements have been valuable in verifying quark thresh-
olds, charges, color counting, and the existence of the gluon.
The theoretical prediction forR, expressed as an expan-
sion in powers ofas /p, is
R5R~0!@11as /p1C2~as /p!
21C3~as /p!
3#. ~1!
R(0) is the lowest-order prediction for this ratio, given by
R(0)5NcS iqi
2 , whereNc is the number of quark colors; the
sum runs over the kinematically allowed quark flavors. Just
below theY~4S! resonance, where bb¯ production is kine-
matically forbidden, the lowest-order prediction is therefore
obtained by summing overudcsquarks, yieldingR(0)510/3.
The as corrections contribute an additional;15% to this
value. A calculation appropriate at CERNe1e2 collider
LEP energies obtainedC251.411 andC35212.68 @1# for
five active flavors, in the limit of massless quarks. A recent
calculation, applicable to theY mass region~four active fla-
vors!, has included corrections due to the effects of quark
masses and QED radiation to obtainC251.5245 and
C35211.52 atAs510 GeV @2#. The effect of including
these additional corrections is a difference of approximately
*Permanent address: BINP, RU-630090 Novosibirsk, Russia.
†Permanent address: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
Livermore, CA 94551.
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0.3% in the prediction forR at this energy. In this article we
present a measurement ofR using the CLEO detector oper-
ating at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring~CESR! at a
center-of-mass energyAs510.52 GeV.
II. APPARATUS AND EVENT SELECTION
The CLEO II detector is a general purpose solenoidal
magnet spectrometer and calorimeter@3#. The detector was
designed to trigger efficiently on two-photon, tau-pair, and
hadronic events. As a result, although hadronic event recon-
struction efficiencies are high, lower-multiplicity nonhad-
ronic backgrounds require careful consideration in this
analysis. Good background rejection is afforded by the high-
precision electromagnetic calorimetry and excellent charged-
particle-tracking capabilities. Charged particle momenta are
measured with three nested coaxial drift chambers with 6,
10, and 51 layers, respectively. These chambers fill the vol-
ume fromr 53 cm tor 5100 cm, wherer is the radial coor-
dinate relative to the beam (z) axis, and have good efficiency
for charged particle tracking for polar anglesucosuu,0.94,
with u measured relative to the positron beam direction
(1 ẑ). This system achieves a momentum resolution of
(dp/p)25(0.0015p)21(0.005)2, wherep is the momentum
in GeV/c. Pulse height measurements in the main drift cham-
ber provide a specific ionization resolution of 6.5% for
Bhabha events, giving goodK/p separation for tracks with
momenta up to 700 MeV/c and approximately two standard
deviation resolution in the relativistic rise region. Outside the
central tracking chambers are plastic scintillation counters
that are used as fast elements in the trigger system and also
provide particle identification information from time-of-
flight measurements. Beyond the time-of-flight system is the
electromagnetic calorimeter, consisting of 7800 thallium-
doped cesium iodide crystals. The central ‘‘barrel’’ region of
the calorimeter covers about 75% of the solid angle and has
an energy resolution of about 4% at 100 MeV and 1.2% at 5
GeV. Two end cap regions of the crystal calorimeter extend
solid angle coverage to about 98% of 4p, although with
somewhat worse energy resolution than the barrel region.
The tracking system, time-of-flight counters, and calorimeter
are all contained within a 1.5 T superconducting coil.
To suppresstt, gg, low-multiplicity QED, and other
backgrounds while maintaining relatively high qq¯ event re-
construction efficiency, we impose several requirements to
enrich our hadronic event sample. To suppress events origi-
nating as collisions ofe6 beam particles with gas or the
vacuum chamber walls, we require that the reconstructed
event vertex~defined aszvrtx) be within 6 cm inz ( ẑ defined
above as thee1 beam direction! and 2 cm in cylindrical
radius of the nominal interaction point. Figure 1 displays the
distribution in thez coordinate. Single-beam backgrounds
are expected to be flat in this distribution; hadronic events
peak atz50 with a resolution of approximately 2 cm. Other
event selection criteria are imposed on various kinematic
quantities. To illustrate the effect of these selection require-
ments, we show below distributions from data; Monte Carlo
comparisons are also shown. Simulated hadronic events are
produced using theJETSET 7.3 qq̄ event generator@4# run
through a fullGEANT-based@5# CLEO-II detector simulation.
Tau-pair events use theKORALB @6# event generator in con-
junction with the same detector simulation.1 We also use this
Monte Carlo event sample to determine the efficiency for qq¯
andt t̄ events to pass the following hadronic event selection
requirements:~1! At least five detected, good quality,
charged tracks (Nchrg >5, as shown in Fig. 2!; ~2! the total
visible energyEvis (5Echrg1Eneutral) should be greater than
the single beam energy,Evis.Ebeam~Fig. 3!; ~3! Thez com-
p nent of the missing momentum must satisfyuPz
missu/Evis
,0.3 ~Fig. 4!.
In addition to these primary requirements, additional cri-
teria are imposed to remove backgrounds remaining at the
;1% level, as well as to suppress events with hard initial
tate radiation, for which theoretical uncertainties are large.
These are the following:
~a! No more than two identified electrons are in the event.
~b! The ratioR2 of the second to the zeroth Fox-Wolfram
moments@7# for the event should satisfyR2,0.9 ~Fig. 5!. As
can be seen from the figure, the separation between Monte
Carlo qq̄ and tt events is quite good, and the inclusion of
the tt component significantly improves the fit.2
~c! The ratio of calorimeter energy contained in showers
that match to charged particles divided by the beam energy
(Ecalorimeter
charged tracks/Ebeam) must be less than 0.9~Fig. 6!.
~d! We impose a requirement on the highest-energy pho-
ton in an event—the most energetic photon candidate de-
1In the comparison plots, both the data and the ‘‘Monte Carlo
sum’’ have been normalized to unit area in the ‘‘good’’ acceptance
region. All remaining hadronic event selection requirements save
for the one being displayed have been imposed.
2In fact, we can determine the qq¯ andtt fractions by fitting the
R2 distribution to the sum of the expected qq¯ and tt R2 shapes,
with only the relative normalizations floating. Such a fit gives a
value of thett fraction which is consistent with that calculated
using the expected relative tau pair and qq¯ production cross sec-
tions and efficiencies.
FIG. 1. Distribution of thez coordinate of the event vertex for
candidate hadronic events. Arrows indicate the location of cuts.
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tected in the event must have a measured energy less than
0.75 of the beam energy (xg[Eg
max/Ebeam,0.75!, as shown
in Fig. 7. This requirement also reduces the uncertainty from
radiative corrections, as discussed later.
We note that, according to the Monte Carlo simulation,
the trigger inefficiency with the default event selection crite-
ria is less than 0.1%. This has been checked with the data by
counting the fraction of events classified as ‘‘hadronic’’
which trigger only a minimum bias, prescaled trigger line.
III. BACKGROUNDS
After imposition of the above hadronic event selection
criteria, we are left with a sample of 4.003106 candidate
hadronic events. Agreement between data and Monte Carlo
simulations is, at this point, rather good, as illustrated in
Figs. 8, 9, and 10, which show the distributions in thez
component of the missing momentum, thez component of
the event thrust axis, and the scaled event transverse momen-
tum, respectively. Nevertheless, small backgrounds still re-
main. These are enumerated as follows.
~1! Backgrounds frome1e2→t1t2(g) events are sub-
tracted statistically using a large Monte Carlo sample of
KORALB tau-pair events. These events comprise (1.360.1)%
~statistical error only! of the sample passing the above event
selection criteria.
~2! Contributions from the narrowY resonances@the~1S!,
~2S!, and~3S! states# are determined from a combination of
data and theoretical calculation. Backgrounds from radiative
production of theY~3S! andY~2S! resonances are assessed
using e1e2→gY(3S/2S), Y(3S/2S)→p1p2Y(1S),
Y(1S)→ l 1l 2 events in data. These events are distinctive by
their characteristic topology of two low-momentum pions
accompanied by two very-high-momentum, back-to-back
leptons; the photon generally escapes undetected along the
beam axis. As shown in Fig. 11, we observe these events as
distinct peaks in the mass distribution recoiling against two
low-momentum pions in events also containing two high-
energy muons.@The recoil mass is calculated fromM recoil
5A(2Ebeam2Ep12Ep2)22(pW p11pW p2)2, and therefore ne-
glects the four-momentum of the initial state radiation pho-
ton. This calculated recoil mass is thus the sum of theY~1S!
and the undetected photon four-vectors.# Knowing the
branching fractions@8# for Y~2S!→ppY~1S! (18.560.8%!
and Y~3S!→ppY~1S! (4.560.2%!, the leptonic branching
fraction for theY~1S! (2.560.1)%, and the reconstruction
FIG. 2. Normalized charged multiplicity distribution for data
~solid line!, qq̄ Monte Carlo simulations~dashed line!, and tt
Monte Carlo simulations~dotted line!. Sum of qq̄plus tt Monte
Carlo simulations is shown as solid circles.
FIG. 3. Normalized visible energy distribution for data~solid
line!, qq̄ Monte Carlo simulations~dashed line!, and tt Monte
Carlo simulations~dotted line!. Sum of qq̄plus tt Monte Carlo
simulations is shown as solid circles. The excess in the region
Evis /Ebeam,1 is attributed primarily to two-photon collisions.
FIG. 4. Ratio ofPz
miss/Evisible for data vs Monte Carlo simula-
tions. Two-photon collisions and beam-gas interactions tend to
populate the regions away from zero and towards61 in this plot.
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efficiency for such events (;0.7!, we can determine the con-
tribution to the observed hadronic cross section from the
Y~2S! andY~3S! resonances directly, by simply measuring
the event yields in the peaks shown in Fig. 11, and correcting
by branching fractions and efficiency.
We have estimated the contribution fromgY~1S! events
in two ways. First, we assume that the initial state photon
spectrum varies asdN/dEg;1/Eg , and that the production
of a givenY resonance is proportional to its dielectron width
Gee. This gives a fairly simple prediction for the cross sec-
tions expected for the three narrowY resonances, sinceEg
;(10.522MY) GeV. We would expect that the production
cross section forYg in e1e2 annihilation therefore varies as
G(e1e2→Yg)}GeeY /Eg . This allows us to infer an ex-
pected production cross section forgY(1S) based on our
measurements forgY(2S) andgY(3S) production. Theory
@2# also prescribes what the magnitude of these corrections
should be. We compare our extrapolated cross section for
e1e2→gY~1S! through the simpleminded procedure out-
lined above with the theoretical calculation for this correc-
tion in order to estimate the total magnitude of this correc-
tion, and its associated error. We determine that the sum of
gY~1S!, gY~2S!, andgY~3S! events comprise~1.860.6!%
of the observed hadronic cross section, where the error in-
cludes the uncertainties in theY decay branching fractions
and detection efficiencies as well as the deviations between
the estimates from theoretical calculation and data.
FIG. 5. Ratio of Fox-Wolfram momentsR25H2 /H0 for data vs
Monte Carlo calculation.
FIG. 6. Comparison of data vs Monte Carlo distribution of calo-
rimeter energy deposited by charged tracks relative to the beam
energy in an event.
FIG. 7. Comparison of data vs Monte Carlo spectrum of most
energetic photon observed in event.
FIG. 8. Distribution of thez component~i.e., direction cosine!
of the missing momentumPz
miss/uPmissu for data vs Monte Carlo
simulations, after application of all hadronic event selection re-
quirements~this variable is not cut on!.
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~3! Two-photon collisions, which produce hadrons in the
final state viae1e2→e1e2gg→e1e21hadrons, are deter-
mined by running final-state specificgg collision Monte
Carlo events, and also by determining the magnitude of pos-
sible excesses in theEvisible vs Ptransverseplane for data over
qq̄ Monte Carlo calculation. Figure 12 shows the visible
energy vs transverse momentum distribution for events
which aree1e2→gge1e2 depleted~left, obtained by re-
quiring our default hadronic event selection requirements,
save for the requirement that the total visible energy exceed
the beam energy! ande1e2→gge1e2 enriched~right, ob-
tained by requiringuPz
missu/Evis.0.3 andNchrg53 or 4!. We
notice the presence of a prominent peak in thegg-enriched
sample at low values of the transverse momentum and small
visible energy. We can use the shape of this peak to estimate
the possible residual contamination from two-photon colli-
sions remaining in thegg-poor distribution after imposition
of all our hadronic event selection requirements. Two-photon
collisions are thus determined to comprise~0.860.4!% of
our total hadronic event sample.
~4! Beam-wall, beam-gas, and cosmic ray events are ex-
pected to have a flat event vertex distribution in the interval
FIG. 10. Ratio of transverse momentum relative to beam energy,
after application of all hadronic event selection requirements~thi
variable is not cut on!.
FIG. 11. Mass recoiling against two charged particles, assumed
to be pions, in events consistent with the kinematics fore1e2
→gY(3S/2S), Y(3S/2S)→Y(1S)p1p2, Y(1S)→ l 1l 2. Two
peaks are evident; the leftmost peak corresponds toY(3S)
→p1p2Y~1S! transitions, the rightmost peak corresponds to
Y~2S!→p1p2Y~1S! transitions. The calculated recoil mass differs
from the trueY~1S! mass due to our neglecting the~undetected!
radiated photon in the recoil mass calculation.
FIG. 12. Distribution of transverse momentum vs visible energy
for event samples depleted~left! and enriched~right! in e1e2
→gge1e2, gg→hadrons events.
FIG. 9. z component of the thrust axis for data vs Monte Carlo
calculation, after application of all hadronic event selection require-
ments~this variable is not cut on!.
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uzvrtxu,10 cm. Figure 1 shows the distribution in thez coor-
dinate of the event vertex for events passing the remainder of
our hadronic event selection requirements. The contribution
of such events is estimated by extrapolating the yield of
events having a vertex in the interval 6 cm,uzvrtxu,10 cm
into the ‘‘good’’ acceptance region (uzvrtxu,6 cm!. These
backgrounds are determined to comprise;(0.260.1)% of
our hadronic sample.
~5! Remaining QED backgrounds producing more than
two electrons or muons in the final state are assessed using a
high-statistics sample of Monte Carlo events~to 3rd order in
aQED), and found to comprise<0.1% of the sample passing
the above hadronic event selection requirements.
Summing these estimates results in a net background frac-
tion f 5(4.160.7)%. We note that, as this error is assessed
partly by examining the difference between Monte Carlo
hadronic event simulations and our data, this error also in-
cludes Monte Carlo modeling errors.
IV. EFFICIENCIES AND RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS
The computation ofR is peformed with
R5
Nhad~12 f !
Lehad~11d!smm0
, ~2!
whereNhad is the number of events classified as hadronic,f
is the fraction of selected events attributable to all back-
ground processes,ehad is the efficiency for triggering and
selection of events,d is the fractional increase in hadronic
cross section due to electromagnetic radiative corrections,
smm
0 is the point cross section for muon pair production
@86.86 nb/Ec.m.
2 ~GeV2)#, andL is the measured integrated
luminosity. The luminosity is determined from wide angle
e1e2, gg, andm1m2 final states and is known to61% @9#.
For the data analyzed here, the integrated luminosityL is
equal to (1.52160.015) fb21.
To calculateR, we must therefore evaluate Eq.~2!. If the
initial-state radiation corrections were known precisely, we
would be able to calculate the denominator terme(11d)
with very good precision. However, since the uncertainties
become very large as the center-of-mass energy approaches
the cc̄ threshold (As;4 GeV!, the preferred procedure is to
choose some explicit cutoff in the initial-state radiation~ISR!
photon energy that makes us as insensitive as possible to the
corrections in this high-ISR-photon-energy–low-hadronic-
recoil-mass region. We therefore purposely design our selec-
tion criteria so that our acceptance for events with highly
energetic ISR photons approaches zero. By choosing cuts
that drivee to zero beyond some kinematic point, we ensure
that the producte3(11d) is insensitive to whatever value
of d may be prescribed by theory beyond our cut. Thus,
although there is a large uncertainty in the magnitude of the
initial-state radiation correction for large values of radiated
photon momentum, we have minimized our sensitivity to this
theoretical uncertainty. Figure 13 displays our acceptance for
an e1e2→gq q̄ event to pass our hadronic event criteria as
a function of the scaled photon energyxg[Eg /Ebeam. Based
on the agreement between data and Monte Carlo simulations
shown in Fig. 7, we have applied a cut on the maximum
energy allowed for a single shower in an event:xg,0.75.
We note that forxg.0.75 ~corresponding to aq q̄ recoil
mass ofM recoil,5.25 GeV/c
2), our integrated event-finding
acceptancehad,1%. Forxg.0.75, we have therefore mini-
mized our sensitivity to modeling uncertainties in this kine-
matic regime—increasing~theoretically! the initial-state ra-
diation contribution to this high-xg region results in a
compensating loss of overall acceptance such that the prod-
uct of e(11d) remains relatively constant. Our event selec-
tion criteria thus corresponds to a value ofe(11d)(xg
max
50.75)50.9060.01, where the error reflects the systematic
uncertainty in the radiative corrections.
After subtracting all backgrounds, dividing by the total
luminosity, and normalizing to the mu-pair point cross sec-
tion, we obtain a value ofR53.5660.01 ~statistical error
only, including statistical errors in data, Monte Carlo statis-
tics, and the statistics of the sample used to calculate our
luminosity!.
V. SYSTEMATIC ERRORS AND CONSISTENCY CHECKS
We have checked our results in several ways. Back-
grounds can be suppressed significantly by tightening the
minimum charged track multiplicity toNchrg>7, albeit at a
loss of;20% in the overall event-reconstruction efficiency.
Imposition of such a cut leads to only a20.4% change in the
calculated value ofR. Continuum data have been collected
over 17 distinct periods from 1990 to 1996, covering many
different trigger configurations and running conditions. We
find a 0.3% rms variation between the various data sets used
~the statistical error onR within each data set is of order
0.1%!. We can check contributions due to the narrowY
resonances by calculatingR using a small amount~5 pb21)
of continuum data taken just below theY~2S! resonance, at
Ebeam54.995 GeV. At this center-of-mass energy, we are
insensitive to corrections frome1e2→gY~3S! and e1e2
→gY~2S!. We find that the value ofR calculated using the
Y~2S! continuum agrees with that calculated using theY~4S!
FIG. 13. Acceptance fore1e2→gq q̄ events as a function of
the scaled photon momentumxg[Eg /Ebeam.
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continuum to within one statistical error (1sstat). Systematic
errors are summarized in Table I.
VI. EXTRACTION OF as
Using the expansion forR in powers ofas /p given pre-
viously, with coefficients appropriate for this center-of-mass
energy @2#, we can evaluate the strong coupling constant,
using the prescription outlined by the Particle Data Group
@8#. Using that expression, our value forR translates to
as(10.52 GeV!50.2060.0160.06.
To compare thisas value with measurements at theZ
0,
we need to extrapolate our result toAs590 GeV. The strong
coupling constantas can be written as a function of the basic
QCD parameterLMS̄ , defined in the modified minimal sub-
traction scheme@8# as
as~m!5
4p
b0x
H 12 2b1b02 ln~x!x 1 4b1
2
b0
4x2S F ln~x!2 12G2
1
b2b0
8b1
2 2
5
4D J , ~3!
whereb05(1122nf /3), m is the energy scale, in GeV, at
which as is being evaluated,b15(51219nf)/3, b252857
25033nf /91325nf
2/27, x5 ln(m2/LMS̄
2 ), andnf is the num-
ber of light quark flavors which participate in the process. To
determine the value ofas(90 GeV! implied by our measure-
ment, we must evolveas across the discontinuity inLMS̄
when the five-flavor threshold is crossed from the four-flavor
regime. We do so using the next-to-next-to-leading order
~NNLO! prescription, as described in@8#: ~a! We substitute
as~10.52! into Eq. ~3! to determine a value forLMS̄ in the
four-flavor continuum@obtaining LMS̄(udcs)5498 MeV#.
~b! With that value ofLMS̄ , we can now again use Eq.~3! to
determine the value ofas at the five-flavor threshold when
the b-quark pole mass~we usemb,pole54.7 GeV! is crossed,
and then use that value ofas , as well asnf55 in Eq. ~3! to
determineLMS̄ appropriate for the five-flavor continuum.~c!
Assuming that this value ofLMS̄ is constant in the entire
five-flavor energy region, we can now evolveas up to theZ
pole, to obtainas(MZ)50.1360.00560.03, in good agree-
ment with the world averageas(MZ)50.11860.003@8#.
VII. SUMMARY
NearAs510 GeV,R has been measured by many experi-
ments, as shown in Table II. The measurement ofR de-
scribed here is the most precise below theZ0. OurR value is
in good agreement with the previous world average, includ-
ing a recent determination by the MD-1 Collaboration@18#.
Our implied value ofas is in agreement with higher-energy
determinations of this quantity. Theoretical uncertainties in
QED radiative corrections„in the acceptance@e3(11d)#
and luminosity@9#… contribute about the same amount to the
systematic error as do backgrounds and efficiencies. Sub-
stantial improvements in this measurement will require
progress on radiative corrections as well as on experimental
techniques.
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